The CREATRIX catalog is a vehicle for the distribution of works of creativity which in some way reflect Q-rootedness, Q-identification, Q-commitment. We'd love to have more Q join us in our effort to provide each other with a distribution network, and to gain more Q access to these works. Sooner or later, we'd like to also develop a communications network, to facilitate sharing of information, experiences, resources, skills. All participants share the cost of the catalogs and the responsibility for distributing them. If you are a maker or spreader of Q-rooted crafts/art/music, and would like to participate in the engendering of this network and subsequent catalogs, please write: CREATRIX

910 Clarendon St. Durham NC 27705
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Women's Graphics Collective
3100 N. Southport
Chicago, Illinois 60657

CALENDAR

We've combined ancient Egyptian, African, Indian and Greek images of women with contemporary and traditional poetry to portray various aspects of woman's public and personal experiences. Each month expresses a theme — Mothers & Daughters, Justice, Harvest, The Warrior, Lovers — and includes the lunar cycle and important holidays.

It's offset printed on heavy stock cream colored paper; the images are half tones & drawings printed in deep prussian blue, rust red and black (the colors alternate by month.)

Dimensions: 13" by 19" wide
Sleeping Women T-Shirt
Reads: All Sleeping Women Now Awake
and Move (Navy blue ink on lavender, light blue or yellow)

Isis
Reads: "Womanspirit: I am the center. I am the point from which all directions start. I am the past and present united in eternal light." (blue, turquoise, gold and red on a rust red field)

Gorgon T-shirt
In ancient times, the gorgon mask was used to protect the matriarchal religions and temples by frightening away the profane and unbelievers (patriarchal tribes) (white on red, navy blue, or dark green)

Amazon T-Shirt
Modeled after our poster "In Celebration of Amazon" (silver on navy blue, maroon or black)

...continued on following page...
Order Blank

- Sisterhood
- Health Care
- Cuban Poster
- Woman is Rising
- Reconstruction
- Mountain Moving Day
- Wise Women
- Women in Film
- Women Working
- Women's History
- Susan B. Anthony
- Women Are Not Chicks
- Working Women Unite
- Dollstonecraft-Sheley
- In Celebration of Amazon
- Guinea-Bissau Independence
- United Farmworkers
- American Indian Women Cards
- International Women's Solidarity
- Dia Internacional Women's Day
- 2nd Annual Lesbian Writers Conference
- 3rd Annual Lesbian Writers Conference

Amount for order $ + Amount for postage $ = Total amount $.

Send To:

Name:
Address:

Please specify T-shirt color (1st & 2nd choice) and size (Men's s, m, l, xl).

Prices

Poster, set of cards

50c first poster, 10c each additional.

Calendar (10 cents)

50c first calendar, 25c each additional. Orders over 10 calendars add 60c insurance for each 10 calendars.

Please make all checks payable to:

Women's Graphics Collective
3100 N. Southport Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60657

We cannot guarantee pre-Christmas arrival of orders we receive after Nov. 25. We will send gift posters! Just give us the address where you want them sent. Watch for our up-coming posters: Women in Music, Women in Prison, Lesbian Mothers, and more!

If you would like to become a distributor, write for more info.

Stop Sterilization Abuse

Reads: Birth control as an individual right must not be confused with population control as a social manipulation.

In English and Spanish (Black and red on white). Poster accompanied by Sterilization Abuse newsletter.

Amount for order $ + Amount for postage $ = Total amount $.

Send To:

Name:
Address:

Please specify T-shirt color (1st & 2nd choice) and size (Men's s, m, l, xl).

Prices

Poster, set of cards $2.00

50c first poster, 10c each additional.

Calendar (10 cents)

50c first calendar, 25c each additional. Orders over 10 calendars add 60c insurance for each 10 calendars.

Please make all checks payable to:

Women's Graphics Collective
3100 N. Southport Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60657

We cannot guarantee pre-Christmas arrival of orders we receive after Nov. 25. We will send gift posters! Just give us the address where you want them sent. Watch for our up-coming posters: Women in Music, Women in Prison, Lesbian Mothers, and more!

If you would like to become a distributor, write for more info.

Stop Sterilization Abuse

Reads: Birth control as an individual right must not be confused with population control as a social manipulation.

In English and Spanish (Black and red on white). Poster accompanied by Sterilization Abuse newsletter.
hand bound books by Cindy Read

Your life is an important part of our growing women's culture—celebrate it in a beautiful cloth-covered hard bound blank book where you can write and draw your joys, struggles, and dreams.

Available in 3 sizes, each 120 pages long, in abstract designer prints (state predominant colors) or with hand painted ♀, ♂, moon and stars, sun, rainbow, or your astrological sign (state design and background color).

4 × 6 - $3.75
5 × 8 - $5.00
9 × 11 - $7.50
plus 35¢ each for postage

Be sure to state size, color, and design for each book you order. Make check for full amount including postage payable to Cynthia Read and mail to her at 76 Clinton Ave, Staten Island, N.Y. 10301. Allow 3 weeks for delivery.
Milkyway Handweaving

808 S. Herbert
Tucson, Arizona
85701

For four years I have been developing my own uniquely woman's style in functional and decorative handwoven pieces. One of the key to my work is my dyeing: I dye all of the yarns I use except the natural whites, browns, blacks and grays of alpaca, wool, camel, mohair and flax. I like to use natural plant-dyes as much as possible, but after four years of experience in dyeing with flowers, roots, barks and bugs I find myself able to duplicate those luscious colors with chemical when unavailability makes this necessary. All of my pieces are very subtle studies in color combining. I use natural fiber yarns, unspun fleece, and I also hand-spin a small quantity of the yarn I weave with.
I work individually with whoever comiss - 
sions a piece on her choice of colors, design, size, and types of yarn. I require the cost of materials when ordering; the balance upon completion. The prices below are an approximate range of prices:

- bags $25+
- porchsh $75 oo - $150 oo
- blankets $75 oo - $200 oo
- shawls $25 oo - $50 oo
- pillows $20 oo - $25 oo
- sashes $25 oo
- wall hangings/tapestries $60 oo - $300 oo and up, depending on size.

I have been working on a series of abstract landscapes in tapestry, as you see above and below.

My work takes a long time to do, the one at the right, approx. 36"x36", took a month dyeing + weaving. I have a backlog of orders, so gift certificates would be applicable if you order for a friend. Write and ask questions, slides sent for $1 oo handling. In sisterhood, Milkyway
"Celebration of the Clitoris"

DOLLS

The idea for this doll came out of a self-help group I was part of. We realized that girl-children were beginning to hear about their vaginas, but not their clitorises... and thus continuing to learn about their sexuality primarily in terms of their reproductive capacities.

The dolls are 16 inches and have girl bodies of about ten years old. The shape of waist and hips is female. The arms and legs look strong and able. I like to think of them as studying some form of martial art and being really together physically.

The beads representing the clitorises are chosen with how the clitoris feels in mind, rather than how it looks. There are many different beads used.
I have a lot of fun making them because I make each one differently. By the time each one is finished, she has usually acquired a name.

The fabric is muslin, available in:

- purple
- brown
- white

* Please designate your color preference.

All dolls are $18

Please make check or money order payable to:

Doris Conklin
Box 332
Talmage, CA 95481
WOMANSYMBOLS:
NATURE/SOCIETY

- ♀ symbol
- crescent moon
- sun mandala
- butterfly
- flower
- star
- bird
- owl
- tree

PENDANTS - 2-1/2" circle, $5.00. On order, specify: gold or silver colored metal; neck ring or chain; wool or linen, any 2 colors.

DOOR OR WALL HANGINGS - 1', $10; 2', $15; 3', $20. On order specify any 2 colors.

Please allow 4 weeks for delivery. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. Wholesale rates on request.

THE FLOATING CRAFT GAME
Millea Kenin
2133 1/2 Derby St.
Berkeley, CA 94705
415-843-6728

PREPAID ONLY--MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO Millea Kenin.
Woman-Symbol / Log-Cabin Quilts

... in which I combine contemporary design with my favorite traditional piecing pattern.

-Pieced in fabrics like flannel, muslin, calico, corduroy, velveteen...

--double-bed size (80x96)

--filled with polyester batting...

--multicolored, unless specific colors are requested...

Quilts are sources of comfort, beauty, color, and warmth--which last for lifetimes.

Perhaps in generations hence, the women who sleep beneath these quilts will be reminded of this point in their herstory/heritage.

$150

#2--HAND-TACED QUILT... (knotted, tied) $125

#3--PIEced QUILT-TOP... for you to quilt or hang $75

Prices include shipping

To order: Please describe the quilt you'd like. If it's a gift, see inside back cover. Mail check or money order to:
Laurie Fuchs--910 Clarendon--Durham NC 27705
pine wood records

announces
its
first
45 rpm
record

p.o. box 33003
raleigh
north carolina
27605

$1.00, including
mailing and 45 rpm
adapter

"womanspirit/
morningstar"

by
ami pierce ...
These few pages mark the beginning of LADYSLIPPER MUSIC—envisioned to become a comprehensive QTs music service (akin to what mass song mass is for books). We are starting with selected recordings which are among the best QTs music available—and will expand our selection as time progresses—as financial resources increase—as more QT record. If you are a musician and have a tape or record of QTs music which needs distributing, be in touch. We encourage you with know-how in the cassette-making field to work at developing high-fidelity cassette technology. Cassette recordings may have the potential to be as high in quality-of-sound as records now are—yet to remain at a lower cost—which would enable more wonderful musicians to get their music out to the rest of us.

Music as a medium is perhaps the most powerful teacher, comforter, catalyst, unifier, source of joy and stark beauty, that we have as individuals and as a movement. May it continue to reflect and intensify our growth.

If you'd like to receive future expanded listings, please write:
LADYSLIPPER MUSIC
910 Clarendon St. - Durham NC - 27705

...continued on following pages...
LADYSLIPPER MUSIC...
...continued

SONGS OF STRUGGLE AND CELEBRATION

Jeanie Mackley and Mary Trevor

These Washington DC-based women/activists have produced a tape that challenges these concerns. Among them: women's liberation, anti-busing, Black struggles — in terms of their strong, women-determined consciousness. The tape is a booklet which contains the stories behind the songs, as well as lyrics and guitar-chords — in flat type. Write to:

The Women Who Have Given A Decisive Amount of Support & Depth of Soul Woman Movement, 1139 14th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20005. I'm sure you will find the stories behind the songs compelling. I'm sure you will find the dedication and determination behind the songs compelling. I'll be glad to share my thoughts with you.

SONGS:
- "I'm Lucky For Some Long-Time Friends" (private property/jeanne little - track driving & long time friends - surprise - one morning in may - talking - mother's mind - don't send the shadow - I wasn't surprised - ones where you begin on)

425

MALVINA HELD OVER

Malvina Reynolds — Cassandra Records

This delicious-million of 8 musicians has, during her long recordings career, cut her own "voice", shown deep consciousness for oppressed peoples in an understanding of the oppression. A long-time outsider socialist, she's known so many for her song "Little Boxes" her classic "I Don't Need the Man" was written in 1960. This album expresses her concern for children, workers, the health care, the guts of her philosophy about life, love, weakness/strength — and reflects her amazing sense of humor. Produced by julia thompson, who co-produced many early recordings. Malvina also puts out a wonderful personal newsletter "sparetime tapes"RELEASED 2027 PARKE ST, BURLINGTON, VT 05401 if you'd like to receive it

SONGS:
- "If You Love Me - the Whole Room Knows - When Have They Done to the Rain - On the Rim of the World - World in Their Pocket - Look on the Sunny Side - God Bless the Grass - We Don't Need the Man - Wish You Were Here - Ballad of Robinson's First Ride - Magic Penny"

550

IM LOOKIN' FOR SOME LONG-TIME FRIENDS

Ginny Clemmens — Open Door Records

Ginny Clemmens & her long-time friends, corys, has a record that reflects a "second wave" of woman-identified music. The album is dedicated to madame cristian & corys culver for paving the way. Through the technical aspect of the recording is仍然 below professional standards, the joy and the beauty of the songs shine through. The record will have you dancing & laughing.

SONGS:
- "I'm Lucky For Some Long-Time Friends - best friend (the unicorn song) - lady o - love me and let me go - darlin' corey - medley, you can't make a turtle come out - banjo song - comin' round the mountain - good old dora - wild women, don't get the blues - solid ground - long-time friends"

550

THE CHANGER AND THE CHANGED

Chris Willmanson — Olivia Records

Chris willmanson is a very unique, multi-talented musician with an extraordinary innate energy. On this album he has gathered around him, a literal host of accomplished & musicians and technicians whom together created a near-flawless recording. Chris voice possesses a quality of perfection in its clarity, control, strength, path, expression. His compositions attuned to his idiosyncracies, lyrics, music. His melodies communicate his feelings with spirituality, personal, emotional, labeling for o, sensuality. The pieces here, imageable from the environment of places, mountains, open plains, reflecting her western roots. Record includes some short & a pictorial amount of their work which helped make the album.

SONGS:
- "Waterfall - hurts like the devil - wild things - sweet woman - song of the soul - shouting star - dream built - one of the light - having been touched (tender lady) - sister"
LIVING WITH LESBIANS

Alix Dobkin has created an outrageously funny yet wise documentation of the George Monuments to the lamp and Lesbians—Separation. The title cut is a vocal picture of Alix, her 5-year-old daughter, her lover, filmed, & erotic life in ten countries on the album jacket and of the dynasty-dioetic & arising, but isolation is a range of songs which includes a sort ballad set in the tune of a Macedonian bridge dance, with the words anckin the banks—among the pretzels, all four of my shoes above my shoes and fellow me through the water. Other things are changing, too. The difficulty of a 9 along in the man's world—In the collective power of a gay energy. In her Amtrak ABC (a saucy romp through the lsdio-alphabet) we learn that a 9-year-old Amtrak, F7 Political Power is the Revolutionary, 0 9 for the queer, you are, and 9 is for vaginas among other things. In a recording that is disarming & beguilingly candid–with planning voice & guitar—a line has been in a delightful fashion of the lesbian vision of reality.

Songs: Living with Lesbians—Over the Banks—Chewing Gum—Lagniappe Dona—Zapulul—Hearts—Strenghts—Cold Old Dona—(with Cassie Carson)—Amazon ABC—Mary B—I Toughen Up—(New Cinnamon)—Thoughts for Penny—The Lesbian Power Authority

5.50

NEW RELEASES

Distributed by Olivia Records

Three Gypsies

Cassie Culver

Where Would I Be Without You

BY OLIVIA

BERKELEY WOMAN'S MUSIC COLLECTIVE

ALL MEMBERS OF THIS BAND COLLABORATE, ARRANGE, FLAT & SING ORIGINAL MATERIAL, IN A VARIETY OF STYLES-COUNTRY, BLUE, ROCK.

Each New Release: 5.50

Mooncircles

Kay Gardner—Wish Women Enterprises

Kay Gardner, a raw star, summer classical & bluesian (including Mag Christian, who produced a largely instrumental recording which is to be the background for dreaming & voice & social activities. Kay Gardner is the only artist with whom I've ever seen such a new feeling & sound. The entire record seems to make you feel images of strange, musical, women—mothers—sing in the air before you patriarchy. The music also helps create a new vision of the future with its roots in the past & its branches reaching all points of our daily life today.

Songs: Prayer in Appalachia—Changing (wax)—Beautiful Friend (wax)—Moonflow—Wish Woman (wax)—Lord Mad II—Tender Soul—Lord Mad II—Lament

5.50

...continued on following page...
LADYSLIPPER MUSIC...continued

You CAN Know All I Am
holly near

with jeff langeby

THE LATEST REDWOOD RELEASE IS MILDLY ARRANGED & ORCHESTRATED THAN THE PREVIOUS, AGAIN WHILE EXPRESSING HER DEEP CONCERN & UNDERSTANDING FOR INHUMANED PEOPLE, PARTICULARLY 8, HER SONGS ARE ABOUT FALLING IN LOVE & ACTING ON IT - A 8 ORGANIZING IN HER FACTORY - 8 DEALING WITH DEFICIENCY & DIFFICULT MARKINGS - WORKING CLASS S - IN PRISON - 8 RELATIONSHIP WITH HER BLOOD SISTER, AGAIN, SHE USES HER FIRE STRONG VOICE & Lyrical TALENTS FOR THE CREATION OF NEW CONSCIOUS CULTURE. SING SONGS INCLINED:

SONGS: It's My Move - Someday One Will Do - Song Of A Melody - Don't Take My Sunday Paper - Winner Takes All - Broken Promises - Nicole - Gotta Get You - You
Set Me Flyin' - Damn The Poets - You Can Know All I Am - Sister Woman - Sister

500

A Live Album
holly near

REDWOOD RECORDS

THIS SECOND ALBUM BY HOLLY NEAR REFLECTS THE EVOLUTION OF HER MUSIC & HER POLITICS. WITH A FLAIR FOR HUMOR AS WELL AS DRAMA BOTH IN HER SONGS & THEIR INTRODUCTIONS, HOLLY NEAR IN A RECORD EMPOWERING PROFESSIONALISM WHICH IS NOT AT THE EXPENSE OF INTERESTS OF BELIEFS. MANY OF HER SONGS ARE ABOUT 8 A SINGLE PARENT & 8 TOGETHER WITH AN UNWANTED PREGNANCY AND THE "OLD-TIME WOMAN" FRIEND - WORKING CLASS S - 8 IN ONE-SIDED MARRIAGES, HER OTHER SONGS ARE ABOUT HER CHILDHOOD - THE RISKS OF RADICALISM, A TRUTH-SPEAKING - LOVE - LONELINESS & THE JOY OF LIVING. SING SONGS INCLINED:


500

Ordering Information

Postage is .50 to each address for 4th class delivery in U.S. - Add 1.75 per item for 1st class, or for delivery outside U.S.

If you want to place additional orders, please use a plain sheet of paper, include all the necessary information, postage & payment:

Mail to: LADYSLIPPER MUSIC...910 Clarendon...Durham NC 27705

ship to: your name & address:

zip

zip

quantity: artist & title: each total

[FOR 1ST CLASS, ADD 1.75 PER ITEM] 4th class U.S. POSTAGE: .50

Enclose check or money order for total, payable to LADYSLIPPER MUSIC...910 Clarendon...Durham NC 27705
GIFT CERTIFICATES... OF SortS

If you’re ordering something for a gift, please specify date to arrive. If it’s an item which takes a lot of time to create— weavings, quills, etc.— and the maker needs additional time to complete it, she will send your friend a beautiful ANNOUNCEMENT, to arrive at her house by the date you specified. It will tell her what is being made for her, whom it’s a gift from, and when she can expect to receive it. The artist will send you a letter notifying you that your friend will be receiving this announcement. If you do not want this to be done, make sure to indicate it in your order... in this case, if the artist foresee[s] that she’ll be unable to complete the item to arrive by the specified date, she will refund your money. Remember to include your name & address as well as that of your friend.